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them. See New Views of the Constn. p. 18. E. contra See Mr. Jefferson
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of Society on Government. (22 Influence of public opinion on Government Public opinion, sets bounds to every Government, and is the real sovereign in every free one. As there
are cases where the public opinion must be obeyed by the Government, so there are cases, where, not being fixed, it may be influenced by the Government. This distinction, if kept
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vol. 2. pa. 163. "Would not an appeal from the State judicature to a Federal Courtin all cases where the act of Confederation controuled the question be as effectual a remedy, and exactly commensurate to the defect, &ca.
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&ca.

in Europe, which would not long ago have substituted in no small degree their own workshops for the foreign ones which have supplied their wants. That there may
be cases where manufactories once established will be stable & prosperous, under circumstances which would not have given birth to them, is proved by those which grew up under the forcing circumstances
to blame them on that acct. For himself he was persuaded that their construction was just; the advice of France having been made a guide to them onlyin cases where the question respected the concessions of the U. S. to G. B. necessary & proper for obtaining peace & an acknowledgt. of Indepe.; not where it respected concessions to other
the surrender of our Citizens to the laws of other States, in cases of treason, felony or other high misdemeanors. The act provides however for a domestic trialin cases where a surrender may not be justified or insisted upon, and in cases of aggressions on the Indians. An act for incorporating the Protestant Episcopal ChurchThis act declares the
as most delicately be left to their ordinary course before an intelligent public. If an interposition of the members of the Govt. be warrantable it can onlybe in
The British orders of council, and proclamations of governors, issued from time to time during war, and opening, on account of war, the colonial trade to neutralsin
the last paragraph of my letter of the 24th July last, I pray you will be so good as favor me with it as soon as convenient. In many
legislatures to recal him, when he does act in this manner. Such checks might be added to this power, as would prevent it from being used, excepin such
all question as to the legality of the voyage, in a Russian Trade with the Enemies of Great Britain is excluded, by limiting the right of captureto the
in these cases, seem to admit no possible rule of discrimination, but as the objects may be
of a national or local character. The difficulty lies, asin all
of the subject, justified by your instructions of April 19th: Under similar impressions I have endeavoured to protest as few bills as possible; you will therefore observein some
the Consulate at Bordeaux. The circumstances of there being so many applicants I regret on your account as well as my own. It is fair to presum in such
opinion in any way would be asked, & that it would not be proper for you to give it unasked. It is astonishing that it does not occuin these

cases where it might be necessary to ascertain particularly facts of particular importance. In the case to which your letter refers, it may be observed not only that the way
cases where it was shut to them in times of peace, are too well known to require particular recital or reference. Orders to that effect are now in operation; and
cases where American Seamen have been discharged at this place, in consequence of their vessel being sold, or of deviation from the original voyage; the concern'd have offer'd
cases, where the Senator should betray his trust, in the most glaring manner. I send you two pieces on the treaty, which contain my sentiments: I do not suppose the
cases where the innocence or ownership of the articles is questioned. The Instruction may at least be considered as coextensive in its favorable import with the Art. in the Russia
cases when the degree
& not the nature, of the case, is to govern the decision. In the extremes, the judgment
is easily formed; as between removing obstru
cases that I have paid where the amount was a trifle under or above the exact sum to be drawn for; I have omitted only to keep a memorandum of
cases, that there may be some whose claims & qualifications are similar, and consequently it must some times be embarrassing and often unpleasant to decide. For myself, I regret being in
cases that the patronage of those whose politics are adverse to the politics of the administration is more likely to be of injury than service to the suitors for office

